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Photography

Buddha Elbow, 18 x 24 inches, Oil paint, photo, tempera paint, archival inkjet pigments 



Buddha Neck 
22 x 28 inches 
Oil paint, photo, tempera paint, 
archival inkjet pigments 

Buddha MM Fingers
22 x 28 inches 
Oil paint, photo, tempera paint, 
archival inkjet pigments 



Meditation Oblique Dark 
28 x 22 inches 
Ink, charcoal, collage, archival 
inkjet pigments 

Meditation Oblique Close 
28 x 22 inches 
Ink, charcoal, collage, archival 
inkjet pigments  



Buddha Wacom Hourglass 
Void Right 
14 x 11 inches 
Archival Inkjet Pigments

Wacom 8 Meditation 
28 x 22 inches 
Ink, charcoal, collage, archival 
inkjet pigments  



Meditation 4: Dark & Light   
282 x 22 inches 
Ink, charcoal, archival inkjet 
pigments 

Meditation 6
18 x 24 inches 
Ink, charcoal, archival inkjet 
pigments 



Meditation Oblique Red     
28 x 22 inches 
Charcoal, collage, archival inkjet 
pigments, watercolor, acrylic

Meditation Runner Wired 
18 x 24 inches 
Cyanotype, pastel



S Curve Sphere 2   
38 x 26 inches 
Ink, charcoal, pastel, archival 
inkjet pigments

Phase/Faze 
18 x 24 inches 
Oil paint, Photo, tempera paint, 
archival inkjet pigments 



Buddha Hives   
36 x 36 inches 
Photo, Archival inkjet pigments

Med 2 & Shadows  
22 x 28 inches 
Ink, archival inkjet pigments  



Hourglass Meditation: 
Positive & Negative Diptych  
48 x 48 inches 
Ink, charcoal, pastel, archival 
inkjet pigments

Into the Light Buddha  
28 x 22 inches 
Acrylic paint, photo, ink, pencil, 
archival inkjet pigments 



Meditation Swoosh Multi  
22 x 28 inches 
Ink, archival inkjet pigments  

Green Veil Meditation 
13 x 18 inches 
Oil paint, photo, tempera paint, 
archival inkjet pigments 



Meditation Cut-Out: 2 Textures  
28 x 22 inches 
Ink, charcoal, archival inkjet 
pigments  

Med 2 Iron Bars Together 
28 x 22 inches 
Pencil, archival inkjet pigments 



Muscle Movement:  
Back, Black, Collage I  
Overview series
22.5 x 96 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Muscle Movement:  
Back, White, Collage II
Overview series
22.5 x 96 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Muscle Movement:  
Back Swirl
Overview series
32 x 96 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Muscle Movement:  
Toes 4
Overview series
29.75 x 97 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Muscle Movement:  
Hands, Polar
Overview series
30.5 x 89.5 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Muscle Movement:  
Knee, Script 
Overview series
30 x 89.5 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Muscle Movement 
Buddha Fingers 
Hourglass series
32 x 62 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 

Muscle Movement 
Buddha Neck 
Hourglass series
32 x 57 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Muscle Movement 
Buddha Waist 
Hourglass series
32 x 62 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 

Muscle Movement 
Buddha Elbow 
Hourglass series
32 x 53.5 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Buddha Elbow
Into The Light series
52 x 33.3 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 

Buddha Fingers
Into The Light series  
52 x 33.3 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Buddha Waist
Into The Light series
52 x 33.3 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 

Buddha Neck
Into The Light series  
69.3 x 33.3 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media 



Self-Portrait: 
Urticarial Vasculitis, 
Story series
32 x 62 inches 
Archival Inkjet & Mixed Media



I Eat Meat
Story series
32.6 x 35.8 inches
Archival Inkjet and 
Mixed Media



Commentary

Kaethe Kauffman finds her muse in mind and body connections that culminate in an array of 
provocative body representations. Key points of interest can fall anywhere on the human form from 
a toe to a knee or neck, yet all of her images have the same sort of awareness, that there is a fine, an 
elusive balance between anguish and serenity. 

Viewer responses to her art can fall anywhere on the spectrum between thoughts of bondage and 
domination to enlightened reality and meditative states and imaginings, yet we are always brought 
back to a state of mind prompted by body awareness.  Take works like Wrist, Black and White (2018) 
or Neck, Red (2018). One can easily equate something very sinister here, yet it is the passage of time 
and the languid movements of the subject’s body that results in the wispy wing-like markings from 
the strategically placed, paint-soaked rope. Comfortably surrounding the circumference of the neck 
and wrists of the subject, the rope can easily work its way up and down any particular part of the 
body leaving marks where most of the changing dynamics of movements during yoga or other such 
practices occur. As a result, the once threatening symbol of a rope around a neck or wrist becomes an 
important indicator of how the body moves and flexes and not something that is restrictive or imposing. 

With Wrist 29 & 89 (2016) Kauffman parallels a sense of change over an even longer period of time 
(60 years) with a distinct reference to age revealing the parallels between the reality of aging and the 
relatively consistent life-long body movements. Additionally, Waist Totem (2018) and Palms, Black 
(2018) have eerily similar markings resulting from basic core movements, bringing to mind thoughts 
of unity and oneness in mind and spirit. 

Overall, there is a distinct universal and timeless energy on display here in the markings, trails 
that occur naturally recorded with the aid of paint soaked rope, and we must consider a universal 
connectedness to all living things and all spirits, past and present. What is most important here is 
getting back that openness to change, the reorientation of our thinking and the flexibility that we 
have, both mental and physical, to focus more on what makes us the same, and the unique and 
positive things that makes us different.  

– D. Dominick Lombardi
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Biography

Kaethe Kauffman’s art focuses on the human body, in its physical reality and as a vehicle for 
meditative practice. Her Cibachromes, inkjet and mixed media works combine disparate images 
into new, mysterious forms that suggest a letting go of the self.

Kauffman was born in Cheverly, Maryland in 1948 and grew up in Seattle. As a child she was an excellent 
dancer and was strongly drawn to the visual arts, although she did not receive encouragement for her 
artistic interests. At age ten, she was taught meditation in a single lesson by a distant visiting cousin 
who was a doctor. Kauffman cites learning to meditate as “the main formative childhood experience” 
that was to influence her art. She writes, “I immediately loved it and practiced it every day; it became 
a refuge.”

At the University of Washington, where she majored in Far Eastern studies, Kauffman combined 
her meditation practice with her involvement with dance and yoga. She was hesitant to study art, 
and instead worked as a life model, absorbing the professors’ lessons, and painting and drawing 
the figure on her own. Kauffman went on to earn her BA in studio art at the University of Las 
Vegas, where she studied the social classes of showgirls, and worked with them to create artwork 
based on their experiences. 

Kauffman continued her conceptual feminist work in Los Angeles, where she lived until 1981. 
She received a MFA from University of California, Irvine and a PhD in Art History from Union 
Institute in Cincinnati. She taught extensively on the college level before moving to Honolulu in 
1994, where she has been inspired by the dance and tattoo art of Hawaii.
 
Kauffman’s work has developed in a number of phases, all concentrating on the connection between 
the body and the mind. While living in Los Angeles in the 1970s, she made life-sized drawings based 
on her experience as a runner, depicting alpha states of consciousness. She also created images of 
female figures in yoga and meditation postures. Her close-up muscle studies showed impressions of 
long-held yoga movements on each joint of the body. The artist continues to develop these bodies of 
work, along with a landscape series.

In 1980, a drowning accident in which her boyfriend died and which nearly took Kauffman’s own 
life, was the impetus for Into the Light, a series which confronts mortality and transcendence. In 
its present form, the series has silhouettes of meditating figures progressively filled with light. In 
the mid-1990s, Kauffman began the series Muscle Movement Meditation, which uses paint-soaked 
string affixed to parts of the body. When the muscles move, the off-printed paint records the motion 
on the body. This approach continues to manifest itself in a wide range of series in which multiple 
images combine into complex works that evoke the merging of individual experience with cosmic 
consciousness.

Kauffman has shown her work extensively including solo exhibitions at Lichtundfire Gallery, Walter 
Wickiser Gallery, Kathleen Cullen Gallery, Allen Gallery, Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts and the Fifth 
Avenue Gallery all in New York, NY; Hofstra University, Long Island, NY; Rensselaer Newman Founda-
tion, Troy, NY; Frostburg University, Frostburg, MD; University of Salisbury, Salisbury, MD, Allen Gallery, 
Memphis, TN; Joyce Goldstein Gallery, Chatham, NY; Banco Gallery, Bethlehem, PA; University of 
Nebraska, Omaha, NE; Berry College, Mount Berry, GA; Czech Museum of Fine Arts, Prague, Czech 
Republic; and the Sierra Arts Foundation Gallery, Reno, NV, and the Hardin Arts Center, Gadsden, AL.
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Artist Statement

The Muscle Movement and Muscle Movement Meditation series have their point of origin in performance 
in the act of meditation and in yoga postures. Both contemplative and figurative, Kauffman’s Ciba-
chromes - at one time an industry standard in photographic prints and now one of the rarest method-
to-output used - and the inkjet and mixed media works begin with a model who performs movements 
that are documented in compelling photographic images. A body part – the knee, elbow, leg, neck, 
or back – is affixed with a paint-soaked string. When the model’s muscles move, the string spreads 
the paint naturally recording the motions. Through this process, the body is explored in a way that 
encourages the viewer to explore their own body movements and effects.

The photographic images that Kauffman records undergo various processes in the computer  
including coloring and combining in repeated images, while others involve handwork using various 
media including paint, acrylic, oil pastel, and ink. The resulting enhanced prints range from ana-
tomical renditions to curious abstract transformations, often using specific and pivotal details 
that help to describe and understand the classic meditating figure.

As viewers, we bring with us the negative preconceptions related to bondage when we see bodies 
that have strings or ropes attached to their bodies. This can be seen as a real and disturbing form 
of restricted physical and mental movement, and it is only natural that Kauffman’s audience will 
have these thoughts come to mind. On the other hand, what we have in these works is a recording 
of the human body’s ability to experience intricate changes in the most obvious and overlooked 
areas, thus bringing to light our abilities to inch and move regardless of any outside restrictions.

In the end, this art expresses meditative and other alpha states of mind as it explores the relationships 
between feeling, cognition, and emptiness. The work reflects the artist’s life-long practice of meditation, 
and thus fulfills the purpose of religious art. The artist gives herself the role of the protagonist – an 
unusual one for a woman in religious art – and hopefully provides inspiration to other women who 
seek a place for themselves in the process of enlightenment. 
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Resume 

ONE-PERSON EXHIBITIONS (Selected) 
2020 Hardin Center for Cultural Arts, Gadsden, Alabama 
2015 “Yoga: In Union”, Rensselaer Newman Foundation Chapel+Cultural Ctr.,Troy, NY
2014 “Yoga: In Union”, Allen Gallery, Memphis, Tennessee
2013 “Yoga: In Union”, Joyce Goldstein Gallery, Chatham, New York
2013 “Yoga: In Union”, Banco Gallery, Bethlehem, PA
2006 “Visual Meditations”, Fine Arts Gallery, Univ. of Nebraska, Omaha
2004 “Moving Meditation”, Moon Gallery, Berry College, Georgia 
1999 “Meditations”, Czech Museum of Fine Arts, Prague, The Czech Republic 
1999 “Range of Motion”, Sierra Arts Foundation Gallery, Reno, Nevada
1997 “Honoring Women”, Galeria Tonanztin, San Juan Baptista, California
1995 “Honoring Women”, AVU Gallery, University of Prague, The Czech Republic   

GROUP EXHIBITIONS (Selected)
2020 “Parallel Fields”, Traveling Exhibit
2019 “Parallel Fields”, Traveling Exhibit
2018 “Parallel Fields”, Lichtundfire Gallery, New York, NY
2017 “Currents in Photography, Kaethe Kauffman & Nolan Preece”,The Loft Gallery, Los Angeles, CA
2016 “Currents in Photography”, Walter Wickiser Gallery, Chelsea, NY
2014-16  “36th-38th Annual Commitment to Excellence”, Juried exhibit, Honolulu Japanese Chamber         
 of Commerce, Newcomers Award (2014), Honolulu, HI
2012 “Works in Progress” , 2-person exhibit,Kathleen Cullen Gallery, New York, NY 
2011 “Body Mapping”, Hofstra University, Long Island, NY
2009 “Body Mapping”Frostburg University, Maryland
2009 “Body Mapping”, University of Salisbury, Salisbury, Maryland
2008 “Body Mapping” Allen Gallery, New York, NY
2007 “Body Mapping”, 4 Star Gallery, Indianapolis, Indiana
2004 “Meditations on War”, Fifth Avenue Gallery, New York, NY
2004 “Points of View”, Poughkeepsie Museum, Poughkeepsie, NY
2003 “Fresh”, National Gallery of the Cayman Islands, Grand Cayman
2001 “Small Things Considered”, Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts, New York, NY
2001 “Timely Expressions”, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana
2000 “Biomorphic”, Univ.of Houston, O’Kane Gallery, Houston, Texas 
2000 “NLAPW Biennial”, George Mason University Fine Arts Gallery,Arlington,VA
2000 “Feminist Expo”, Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore, Maryland
2000 “Timely Expressions”, Red River Valley Museum, Vernon, Texas
1999 “Spectacular Summer”, Interchurch Gallery, New York, NY
1999 “110th Annual Exhibition”, New World Art Center, SOHO, New York, NY
1999 “Igniting the Edge”, Artcore Gallery, The Brewery, Los Angeles, California
1998 “The Age of Women”, Somar II Gallery, San Francisco, California
1998  “Friends”, Ceres Gallery, SOHO, New York, NY
1998 “Continuity and Change”, New World Art Center, SOHO, New York, NY
1997 “Symbols for a New Millenium”, Somar II Gallery, San Francisco, California
1996 “To Forgive...or Not”, Ceres Gallery, SOHO, New York, NY
1996 “Through Women’s Eyes”, National Museum of Women in the Arts, Wash. D.C.
1996 “107th Annual Exhibition”, Fourth Floor Gallery, SOHO, New York, NY
1995 “Global Focus”, 4th World Conference on Women, Beijing, China

RECENT REVIEWS
Huffington Post Arts and Culture, 6-9-16, “Currents in Photography at Walter Wickiser Gallery,” D. Dominick Lombardi
D’art International magazine, vol. 19, number 1, #34 spring/summer 2016, “Currents in Photography at the Walter Wickiser 
Gallery, New York”, article by Phil Tarley
Culture Catch, New York, “Currents in Photography,” 6-21-16, review by Christopher Hart Chambers 
Art Quips, 6-2-16, “’Currents in Photography’ at Walter Wickiser Gallery, New York,” May 26-June 21, 2016, review 
by David Gibson
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/d-dominick-lombardi/currents-in-photography-a_b_10327764.html?
http://culturecatch.com/art/currents-in-photography
http://artquips.blogspot.com/2016/06/currents-in-photography-at-walter.html


Exhibition Fact Sheet
Kaethe Kauffman

Making the Invisible Visible

A string dipped in paint and then wrapped around a woman’s back, neck, arm. The model makes 
a subtle shift, and it’s recorded in the smearing, smudging, blurring of the line. That simple move-
ment is documented and temporal is made permanent in Kaethe Kauffman’s photographs in her 
continuing “Muscle Movement” series. A figure sits in a lotus pose, a yoga posture of meditation, 
of calmness. Yet within the silhouette is a welter of high-energy... These acrylic and oil paintings 
are from Kauffman’s also ongoing series, the “Mediators.” The photographs are cool, restrained, 
conceptual; the paints are hot, explosive, expressive. On a purely formal representation, action and 
stillness, but oddly so are Kauffman’s paintings. Although superficially different, they both emanate 
from the same aesthetic sensibility and the same desire to make the invisible visible, the artist’s job in 
Kauffman’s view. Just as the “Muscle Movement” series records the effort required to produce these 
deceptively straightforward images, so do Kauffman’s “Mediators”. She makes the striving to reach 
enlightenment as visible as she does the muscle movements of that series.
-Karen Chambers, New York City

NUMBER OF OBJECTS:

SPACE REQUIREMENTS:

PARTICIPATION FEE:

INSTALLATION:

TRANSPORTATION:

COMPLEMENTARY 
SUPPORT MATERIALS:

37 available works. Sizes, dates and media fea-
tured on pdf presentation (www.ktcassoc.com, 
Curators, Artists’ PDFs).

180-200 running feet depending on installation 
and selection.

Round-trip shipping, wall-to-wall insurance of 
50% of retail value, in-transit and on-premises.

Work will be sent ready to hang; standard 2D wall 
hanging apparatus required.

The exhibiting institution will provide all shipping 
and insurance for the exhibition and cover all re-
lated  costs. This will include full responsibility 
for delivery to venue following and return to artist 
at the conclusion of the exhibition. Work must be 
fully insured during transport and on premises.

Katharine T. Carter & Associates will provide a 
$200 credit towards the production of a color an-
nouncement card, 200 complementary catalogues, 
and museum wall text. All pre-written press 
materials, to include biographical summary, artist 
statement, petite essay, press releases, media re-
leases, pitch letters and radio/television spots, to 
be provided by Katharine T. Carter & Associates.



CONDITIONS:

CANCELLATION:   
 

1. Exhibiting institution must provide object insurance to cover  
replacement costs should items be damaged or stolen while on   
premises. Minimum insurance required: 50% retail value.   
Should loss, damage or deterioration  be noted at the time of   
delivery of the exhibition, the artist shall be notified imediately.   
If any damage appears to have taken place during the exhibi-
tion, the artist shall be informed immediately.
2.  Security: Objects must be maintained in a fireproof building   
under 24-hour security.
3. All packing and unpacking instructions sent by (artist) shall  
be followed explicitly by competent packers.  Each object shall   
be handled with special care at all times to ensure against   
damage or deterioration.   
4.  As stated above (see space requirements), the number of 
works to be exhibited can be dictated by the space and needs of 
the exhibiting institution. 
5. Exhibitors may permit photographs of the exhibition and its 
contents for routine publicity and educational purposes only.
Exceptions may be made pending discussion with the artist.

Any cancellation of this exhibition by the hosting institution,  
not caused by the actions of the artist, shall entitle Katharine   
T. Carter and Associates to an award of liquidated damages   
of $3750.00. The hosting institution further agrees that any   
suit brought to recover said damages may only be brought in   
Columbia County, New York.

Contact and additional information:

Katharine T. Carter
Katharine T. Carter & Associates
518-758-8130 
fax 518-758-8133
ktc@ktcassoc.com

P. O. Box 609
Kinderhook, NY 
12106-0609 
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For exhibition inquiries contact Katharine T. Carter & Associates

  Email: ktc@ktcassoc.com

Phone: 518-758-8130

Fax: 518-758-8133
 
Mailing Address:

Post Office Box 609
Kinderhook, NY 12106-0609

Website: http://www.ktcassoc.com
 
  


